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Introduction
The Song Tree: The Dragon and the Phoenix is based on a 
traditional Chinese Tale. The songs, music activities, literacy 
links and stories can be used together to make the basis for a 
performance of your own version of the story. The songs and 
associated music activities can be used to provide material for the 
QCA Music Schemes of Work Unit 1 (Ongoing skills) and Unit 2 
(Sounds interesting).

The programmes
Each of the first eight programmes introduces a song [or part of 
a song]. The song is carefully taught by the presenters and will be 
revisited in later programmes. The songs are revised in programme 
nine and all eight songs will be performed in the last programme 
along with story extracts. The children are encouraged to join in 
and sing and actively participate in the music activities.

The Resource unit
At the end of each programme are five minutes of resource 
material. This material is optional, and offers music games 
and listening music to help you develop the material from the 
programme in the classroom at your own pace.

The Music CD contains:

•	 a	full	and	accurate	vocal	performance	of	each	song	
for additional practice and to help improve your own 
performance 

•	 a	special	‘backing	track’	version	for	more	advanced	practice	
or to accompany your own school performance with the song 
accompaniments 

Please note: This is copyright free for school performances only. 
This is a special arrangement with the writers and performers 
negotiated with school use in mind. We would ask you to 
respect their rights. You do not need to ask permission for your 
school performance, though we would like to hear how your 
performance goes. If you are planning to substantially change the 
material, charge for, record or video your performance or use it 
for any other purpose, then permission from BBC School Radio 
and the authors will be needed in advance. 

Producer: Kate Walker
Teacher’s notes: Kate Walker
Literacy links: Sarah Hope-Gill
Story lines: Tim Whitnall
Designer: Nick Redeyoff

The Song Tree        Age 5–7

There is a music CD including 
backing tracks for all the songs 
in this series. If you would like a 
copy please contact us at :
schoolradio@bbc.co.uk

Or write to us at:
BBC School Radio
MC3 D5 Media Centre
201 Wood Lane
London
W12 7QT
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Feedback
We are always pleased to hear how 
you use our programmes and, in 
particular, how your own school 
performance has gone. Please send 
any letters, stories or pictures to:

BBC School Radio 
MC3 D5 Media Centre 
201 Wood Lane 
London W12 7QT

Or e-mail us at  
schoolradio@bbc.co.uk

The Teacher’s Notes

The Teacher’s Notes offer:

•	 a	step-by-step	guide	to	using	the	programme	material	effectively
•	 all	the	songs	in	simple	keyboard	versions	with	guitar	symbols
•	 music	follow-up	ideas	to	link	with	schemes	of	work
•	 performance	ideas	
•	 music	development	activities	
•	 literacy	links

Music skills

Music skills include:

•	 good	singing	technique	
•	 using	the	voice	in	different	ways
•	 breathing	and	posture
•	 phrasing
•	 high	/	low;	loud	and	quiet;	fast	and	slow;
•	 rhythm	awareness
•	 recognising	words	to	describe	sound	qualities	[timbre]
•	 exploring	how	sounds	are	made
•	 exploring	how	sounds	can	be	changed

[See chart on pages 6 and 7 for full programme breakdowns.]

Listening to the programmes
1. School Radio CDs

The series is available on CD, delivered to your school ready for 
the beginning of term. The CD is easy to use and allows you to 
choose how and when to use the programmes. Visit the BBC 
School Radio website for further details.

2. Podcasts

Programmes can also be downloaded in mp3 file format for 7 
days following transmission. You can subscribe to the download 
by clicking on the podcast link available on the BBC School 
Radio	website.	The	podcast	is	an	effective	way	to	acquire	the	series	
in	a	flexible,	high-quality	audio	format…	and	without	paying!

For more information go to: 
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/podcasts.shtml

3. Audio on demand

The programmes are available as audio on demand, streamed over 
the internet, for 7 days following transmission. This service is best 
used to sample the programmes prior to ordering them on CD.

4. Freeview/digital cable/digital satellite

Most digital TV packages include Radio 4 Digital, making 
it	possible	to	listen	to	School	Radio	through	your	TV!	If	you	
have Freeview, you can find Radio 4 Digital at Channel 704. 
Programmes are easy to record off-air using a VHS recorder.

Organising the class
At the beginning of each programme page (see ‘You will need...’) 
are instructions for any organisation or materials that you will 
need during the programme.

Make sure that the speakers are facing the class so that every 
pupil can hear clearly. They are best placed at ear height. If the 
programme	is	played	too	quietly	the	class	may	become	restless	
as they cannot hear the instructions. They will also sing out of 
tune and probably inaccurately as their voices will drown the 
accompaniment.

Background information
In popular Chinese mythology both the dragon and the phoenix 
have a special place.

The Chinese dragon

In Western culture the dragon is a dangerous creature that 
breathes fire, whereas in Eastern culture, the dragon represents 
good fortune and has the ability to give favours to humans that it 
likes!	The	Chinese	name	for	a	dragon	is	Long-Wang.	They	were	
considered wise and caring and were often the guardians of the 
wind, the rain, the rivers and precious metals and gems. Dragons 
also have many mystical powers. They are part of the Chinese 
zodiac	and	represent	spring	and	the	point	‘east’	on	the	compass.	
The dragon of this story is green, though they can be any colour.  
Chinese dragons have five toes on each foot. Traditionally only 
the emperor could wear the dragon symbol on his clothing.
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Cross curricular links

Literacy

There are links with the National 
Literacy Strategy and other literacy 
links on the programme pages of 
these notes.

The Chinese phoenix

The mythical phoenix is a bird-like creature with a large bill, the 
neck	of	a	snake,	the	back	of	a	tortoise	and	the	tail	of	a	fish!	The	
Chinese name for the phoenix is Feng-Huang and she represents 
peace, power and prosperity. She only appears when things are 
peaceful and good and hides when there is trouble. Her head 
symbolises the sky, her eyes the sun, her back the moon, her 
wings the wind, her feet the earth and her tail the planets. The 
phoenix is also part of the Chinese zodiac. Her special colour is 
red, associated with the season of summer and the compass point 
‘south’.	She	is	associated	with	the	Empress	of	China,	who	may	
wear a phoenix as a symbol. Traditionally her song contains the 
five notes of the pentatonic scale. The phoenix is said to be the 
most revered creature in the skies.

Percussion for accompanying the songs

Chinese music is an ideal starting point for classroom  
percussion work. 

Suggestions for making up your own accompaniments and 
music are in the Resource Units and Follow-up ideas for each 
programme. You may find it useful to have some extra percussion 
instruments available so that every child has an instrument.

It would be useful to have a selection from each of the following.

Unpitched percussion

• Drums: Any drum will do, big or small. They can be played 
by hands or with beaters or sticks. Large drums can be played 
by two or more children. Large up-turned cardboard boxes or 
plastic containers make excellent substitutes. 

•	 Shakers: As well as maracas, cabassas, tambourines with 
‘jingles’	and	other	conventional	instruments,	the	children	
will enjoy inventing their own shakers. Plastic jars or bottles 
containing rice, lentils or sand work just as well as expensive 
percussion. 

•	 Jingles	or	bells: Small bells on sticks, plastic D rings or elastic 
are all readily available. Alternatively buy some cheap bells and 
sew them onto wrist bands or old pairs of gloves. 

•	 Cymbals	or	gongs: The gong is a characteristic sound in 
Chinese music. A large suspended cymbal played with a big 
soft beater will act as an excellent substitute. 

Pitched instruments

Some of the songs in this series are based on a limited number 
of notes and the follow-up activities encourage finding and 
recognising	the	‘tune	shapes’	for	the	song	phrases.	They	can	
be played on any pitched percussion, such as chime bars, 
xylophones, metalophones and glockenspiels.

Children who have not played tuned percussion will find it 
easier	to	play	with	only	the	notes	that	they	require.	Remove	the	
bars for the notes that are not needed, but leave the remaining 
bars in their correct position on the instrument.  This helps 
understanding of note order and builds pitch awareness. 

Xylophones [tuned wooden bars] played with a pair of 
hard rubber beaters are particularly appropriate for these 
tunes. Xylophones are included in many traditional Chinese 
orchestrations. Metal instruments (metalophones and 
glockenspiels) will work just as well for this music. Sections of 
some of the songs can also be played easily on the recorder.
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THE DRAGON AND THE PHOENIX PROGRAMME LINKS FOLLOW-UP

1. Controlling sounds: performing skills  
a) Use of voice for speaking and singing

 

All programmes encourage good singing skills and clear articulation
Programme 1: how to sing very high and low notes 
Programme 3: accurate singing of repeated phrases 
Programme 5: using different vocal expressions 
Programme 6:	breathing	techniques	
Programme 8: practising difficult jumps 

Programme 1:	how	to	sing	very	high	and	low	notes;	articulating	
sounds properly 
Programme 2: singing through a phrase 
Programme 5: different ways of using the voice 
Programme 8: humming 

b)	Playing	tuned/untuned	instruments Programme 2: exploring the white note melody of song 
Programme 3: crab, phoenix and dragon tunes 
Programme 4:	using	A,D,	and	E	to	make	‘jumpy’	tunes	
Programme 7:	finding	the	tune	of	the	song	on	the	‘black’	notes	

c) Rehearsing and performing Programme 1:	‘Fairy	Island’	
Programme 2:	‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’;	singing	through	a	phrase	
Programme 3:	‘The	secret	of	the	stone’	
Programme 4:	‘Sneaky	guard’	
Programme 5:	‘No	time	to	lose’	
Programme 6:	‘Nine	doors’;	breathing	and	posture	
Programme 7:	‘Our	lucky	day’	
Programme 8:	‘Friends	forever’;	practising	difficult	jumps	
Programme 10: all songs 

Programme 6:	breathing	and	posture;	phrasing	a	song	
Programme 9: revising some of the songs using the music CD  
programmes to prepare for performance 

2. Creating and developing musical ideas: 
composing skills 
a) Creating musical patterns

Programme 1: word patterns for the phoenix and the dragon 
Programme 3: crab, phoenix and dragon tunes 
Programme 6: music for the nine keys and the shining pearl 
Programme 7:	improvising	‘black	note’	accompaniments	
Programme 8:	ways	of	changing	sounds;	Phoenix	and	Dragon	
changing	sequences;	sound	battles	
Programme 9: sound groups 
Programme 10: graphic scores 

b) Organising musical sounds Programme 7: Marking high and low notes with hand signs Programme 3:	building	short	contrasting	sequences	for	the	dragon,	 
phoenix and crab 
Programme 6: Music for the nine keys and for the pearl in contrast 

3. Responding and reviewing:  
appraising skills 
a) Explore and express ideas

Programme 2: musical pace 
Programme 3: how do you sing about a secret? 
Programme 7: considering which sounds are high and which ones are 
lower;	how	have	they	been	made?	

Programme 3: words to describe musical sounds 
Programme 7: music vocabulary for the listening music

b) Make improvements to own work Programme 3: sharing crab, dragon and phoenix tunes 
Programme 5:	sharing	drum	patterns;	revising	songs	and	sorting	out	
the phrasing 
Programme 8: ways of changing sounds 
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THE DRAGON AND THE PHOENIX PROGRAMME LINKS FOLLOW-UP

4. Listening and applying knowledge and 
understanding  
a) Internalising sounds

 
Programme 1:	steady	beat;	lilting	tunes	
Programme 2: recognising instrumental sounds 
Programme 4: spotting the difference in two similar tunes 
Programme 5: spotting contrasting rhythms 

Programme 2: spotting the tune 
Programme 4: internalising the tune
Programme 6: choosing a style to sing the song

b) Combining elements Programme 1: rhythm awareness 
Programme 2:	fast	and	slow;	phrasing		
Programme 4:	high	and	low;	jumps	
Programme 5: choosing sound words 
Programme 6: talking about contrasting sounds 
Programme 7:	loud	and	quiet	
Programme 8: changing sounds 
Programme 9: rhythm changes matching the tune 

Programme 4: singing the song as if you were the Empress
Programme 9: happy tunes and sad tunes

c) Different ways of making sounds Programme 1: tapping instruments 
Programme 2:	recognising	instrumental	sounds;	classifying	school	instruments
Programme 3:	side	drum	with	wire	brush;	Chinese	gong;	castanets
Programme 9: Chinese sound classification

Programme 1: feeling the air when singing
Programme 5: exploring ways of playing a drum
Programme 9:	classifying	the	classroom	instruments	in	a	‘Chinese’	way

d) How music is used Programme 1: wedding music 
Programme 3:	music	for	mood	–	‘The	song	of	the	Dragon	and	the	Phoenix’	
Programme 8:	music	for	a	‘battle’	

Programme 3: The phoenix is in love with the dragon – how will she sing?

Links to QCA schemes of work Unit one: Ongoing skills 

All programmes support this unit 
Using voice in different ways:  Programme 1, Programme 4, Programme 5, Programme 6
Singing	techniques:		 Programme 1, Programme 2, Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 6 
Phrasing:  Programme 2, Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 6
Controlling pulse and rhythm:  Programme 1, Programme 5
Controlling pitch:  Programme 1, Programme 8, Programme 9
Controlling expressive elements:  Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 6, Programme 9
Aural memory:  Programme 1, Programme 2, Programme 4, Programme 5
Physical response:  Programme 4, Programme 7, Programme 8

Unit two: Sounds interesting 

Loud	quiet:		 Programme 7
Fast slow:  Programme 2
High low:  Programme 4
Timbre words:  Programme 5
Quality words:  Programme 6
Recognising sound sources:  Programme 1, Programme 2, Programme 3, Programme 9
Exploring sound sources:  Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 5, Programme 6, Programme 7, Programme 8
Focussed listening:  All Programmes
Exploring instruments:  Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 5, Programme 6, Programme 7, Programme 8
Controlling instruments:  Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 5, Programme 6, Programme 7, Programme 8
Expressive use of sounds:  Programme 3, Programme 4, Programme 5, Programme 6, Programme 7, Programme 8
Using sounds to illustrate a story:  Programme 5, Programme 9, Programme 10
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P r o g r a m m e

The dragon and the 
phoenix become 

friends

Focus
Rhythm awareness.

Main song
‘Fairy	Island’.

You will need...
•	 to	be	familiar	with	the	words	 

of the first verse and chorus of 
the song 

•	 to	have	hands	or	tapping	
instruments ready for the 
activities

Story line
We meet the Green Dragon and 
the Golden Phoenix and they 
decide to go to Fairy Island.

1
Before the programme
Look at all the songs. Talk about the dragon and the 
phoenix and what they look like. Ask if any of the 

children know any Chinese folk tales and talk about Chinese New 
Year celebrations. Photos of Chinese New Year celebrations will 
help with this.

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Fairy Island’ 

•	 Listening	to	the	tune.	
•	 Learning	the	chorus	–	looking	at	the	‘ha	haa’	section	and	 

then the rest.
•	 Learning	verse	one.

Activities: ‘Fairy Island’ 

•	 Swaying	with	the	rhythm	of	the	tune.
•	 Tapping	the	beat.
•	 Noting	the	very	high	and	the	very	low	notes	and	learning	how	

to sing them.

Resource unit
Activity: ‘Fairy Island’ 

Joining	in	with	the	steady	beat	of	the	‘Chinese	Wedding	Music’	
while listening to the happy flute tune.

Listening music: ‘Festival of Lanterns’

•	 A	lilting	swinging	tune,	like	the	song	‘Fairy	Island’.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Sing	‘Fairy	Island’	again,	making	sure	that	you	reach	the	very	

high notes and the very low notes. Encourage the children to 
relax their shoulders and drop their bottom jaws to reach these 
notes.  Children commonly point their chins up in the air, 
which actually restricts the singing of the notes.

•	 Work	together	to	make	up	actions	to	help	reinforce	the	high	
and the low notes. You could point to the sky for high notes 

(e.g.	‘can	happen	here’	and	‘flying	pink	dolphins’)	and	point	
to the ground when you sing low notes (e.g. the opening 
phrase,	‘Sends	out	a	welcome’	and	‘friendly’	and	‘Trees	made	
of	…’)

•	 Try	to	articulate	each	‘ha	ha’.	It	requires	control	from	the	
diaphragm. Pulling in the lower part of the tummy will help 
this. It is much easier if the children are standing up. Ask the 
children to sing the phrase with their hands in front of their 
mouths. They should feel the air hitting their hands.

•	 Working	in	pairs,	each	child	chooses	a	contrasting	sounding	
instrument (e.g. a tambourine and a drum). One child is the 
‘green	dragon’	and	the	other	is	the	‘golden	phoenix’.	Ask	them	
to tap and say the name of their creature. Are the rhythms the 
same or different? Find words to describe how they are the 
same	or	different.	For	example,	‘green	dra-gon’	is	‘slow,	quick	
quick’	and	‘golden	phoenix	is	‘quick	quick	quick	quick’.

1

Literacy links
Year one

Identify and discuss the two main characters – the dragon 
and the phoenix.
What do we find out about them in the text? Are they nice 
characters or horrible ones? T8,T15

Discuss with the children what they think will happen in the 
next programme. What clues are there from the text to help 
them make their prediction? T10

Year two

Identify and discuss the two main characters – the dragon and 
the phoenix. Compile a list of the features and characteristics 
from the text. Keep this as a list for the children to add 
phrases from future programmes.
Focus on descriptive phrases about their physical appearance 
and	qualities	that	they	possess.	S8, T4, T14

Draw up a list of the features of the place where the dragon 
and the phoenix met. What is the setting like? T13
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Before the programme
Look at the song words for the first verse and chorus 
of	‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’.	Talk	about	Fairy	Island	and	

the things the children think they may find on the island. Share 
some of the word rhythms that they discovered last time. 

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Pebble into a pearl’

•	 Listening	to	the	first	verse	of	the	song.
•	 Listening	again	to	the	first	half	of	the	verse	and	noting	that	it	

is made up of two identical phrases.
•	 Learning	the	first	phrase.
•	 Learning	the	second	phrase.
•	 Singing	the	first	half	of	the	verse	and	listening	to	the	 

second half.
•	 Learning	the	last	two	phrases	of	the	verse	–	they	are	 

similar too.
•	 Listening	to	the	chorus	and	learning	it	phrase	by	phrase.
•	 Singing	verse	one	and	the	chorus	only.

Activities: ‘Pebble into a pearl’

•	 Recognising	the	phrases	from	the	song.
•	 Drawing	‘phrase	lines’	in	the	air	to	help	find	where	to	breathe.

Resource unit
Activity: ‘Pebble into a pearl’

•	 Play	‘spot	the	phrase’:	Play	tunes	on	some	contrasting	
instruments	(keyboard:	tapped	‘We’ve	changed	the	pebble…’;	
recorder:	blown	‘But	we’ve	worked	hard…’;	guitar:	plucked	
‘Now	it	glimmers,	shines	and	shimmers,	Like	a	rainbow’s	hue’). 

Listening music: ‘Ten sighs’ and ‘Princess’ Dance’

•	 Which	music	is	fast	and	which	is	slower?

Follow-up ideas
•	 Practise	singing	‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’	breathing	right	through	

each phrase as taught in the programme. Look at the 
punctuation of the song to help you with this. Copy the 
words onto a whiteboard or similar so you can draw the 
phrases with long coloured lines. In music notation, phrases 
are marked with long curved lines that look like eyebrows. 
You may like to use this simile to help you.

•	 Explore	the	tune	of	the	verse.	It	uses	only	the	‘white	notes’	
C,D,G,E,A. There is information on preparing your tuned 
percussion in the introduction to these notes. 

•	 If	any	of	your	group	is	learning	the	recorder,	the	opening	note	
of the song is G. It is one of the first notes children are likely 
to learn (first three fingers and thumb of left hand). Set a 
challenge for them to find all the Gs and As in the verse.

•	 Look	at	all	the	percussion	instruments	that	you	have.	Classify	
them	into	‘tappers’,	‘shakers’,	‘scrapers’	and	‘blowers’.	Are	there	
any instruments that fit into more than one category? Do they 
know the proper names of the instruments as well?

2

Literacy links
Year one

In pairs, role play the conversation between the Green 
Dragon and the Golden Phoenix after they have found  
the stone.T9

Make a list of the descriptive phrases used to describe  
Fairy Island.

Year two

Draw up a list of descriptive phrases describing Fairy Island 
using phrases from the text.T5, T12

Compare the two places where the main story takes place.  
Are they similar or different? Which place do you prefer and 
why? T5, T12

P r o g r a m m e

The dragon and the 
phoenix discover  

the pebble

Focus
Fast	and	slow;	phrasing;	exploring	
how sounds are made.

Main song
‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’.

You will need...
To be familiar with the words 
of the chorus and first verse of 
‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’.

Story line
The dragon and the phoenix 
explore the magical Fairy Island 
and find a special pebble.

2
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P r o g r a m m e

The dragon and the 
phoenix meet a crab

Focus
Sound words (timbre).

Main song
‘The	secret	of	the	stone’.

You will need...
To be familiar with the words of 
the song.

Story line
The dragon and the phoenix meet 
a new friend, the crab, who tells 
them the secret of the magic pearl 
and Fairy Island.

3
Before the programme
Talk about the dragon, the phoenix and the crab. 
Think about the ways that each one moves. The 

dragon	walks,	swims	and	flies;	the	phoenix	jumps	and	flies	and	the	
crab	scuttles.	Think	about	secrets.	Play	‘spot	the	phrase’	as	described	
in the class follow-up for the previous programme.

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘The secret of the stone’

•	 Listening	to	the	first	verse	and	chorus	of	the	song.
•	 Learning	the	chorus	and	practising	‘pretty	phoenix’	and	

‘handsome	dragon’.
•	 Learning	the	verse	in	three	phrases.
•	 Following	the	words	of	verse	two	and	noting	where	they	are	

different to the first verse.
•	 Singing	verse	two	of	the	song.
•	 Putting	the	song	together.

Activities: ‘The secret of the stone’

•	 Thinking	about	the	‘secret’	–	how	do	you	share	a	secret	
together?

•	 Spotting	‘pretty	phoenix’	and	‘handsome	dragon’.
•	 Thinking	about	different	sound	words.

Resource unit
Activity: ‘The secret of the stone’

•	 Listening	to	sounds	for	the	dragon	(wire	brush	on	side	drum),	
phoenix (Chinese gong) and the crab (wood block). Linking 
these with the way that they move. 

Listening music: ‘The song of the dragon and the 
phoenix’ by Fuquan Zhang 

•	 Listening	for	the	different	sounds	in	the	music.
•	 High	tinkling,	triangle	(tapping	sounds),	string	sounds	

(plucked sounds).

•	 Which	sounds	do	they	think	are	best	for	the	dragon	and	
which are best for the phoenix? 

•	 The	music	falls	into	two	sections.	The	first	part	moves	quite	
quickly	and	the	second	part	is	slower	and	dreamy.	What	do	
they think happens in the story during the second half of  
the music?

Follow-up ideas
•	 Practise	the	song	‘The	secret	of	the	stone’	with	the	music	CD	

that	accompanies	this	series.	Try	to	articulate	‘pretty	phoenix’	
and	‘handsome	dragon’	as	clearly	as	possible.	Imagine	that	the	
phoenix is a bit in love with the dragon: how would she sing 
the song? The crab is a bit impatient with the dragon and the 
phoenix: how would he sing the verse? The dragon is proud 
and stately: how would he sing?

•	 Write	a	new	dragon	and	phoenix	story	to	go	with	the	listening	
music. Play it through lots of times and talk together about 
the different sounds you can hear in the music. Make a list 
of the words that the class come up with (tinkly, plucked, 
smooth, spiky etc.)

•	 Choose	a	sound	for	each	of	the	creatures	in	the	story.	Working	
in groups of three, make up a short sound pattern for each. 
Use	your	own	sounds	to	tell	the	‘sound	story’	of	the	phoenix	
and the dragon meeting the crab.

3

Literacy links
Year one

The crab returns to the rock pools and begins to tell of his 
adventure.	Retell	the	crab’s	meeting	with	the	phoenix	and	
the dragon from the point of view of the crab (in the first 
person). T9

Year two

Role play the conversation between the phoenix and the 
dragon after their meeting with the crab.
Write a poem describing the Secret Stone. Talk about how the 
stone has changed and include descriptive phrases from the 
text. T15
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Before the programme
Look	at	the	words	of	‘Sneaky	guard’.	What	sort	of	
person	does	the	guard	sound	like?	Share	your	‘sound	

stories’	from	the	previous	programme.

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Sneaky guard’

•	 Listening	to	the	first	verse	and	middle	eight	of	the	song.
•	 Learning	phrase	one	of	the	verse.
•	 Comparing	it	with	phrase	two.
•	 Singing	both	phrases	together.
•	 Trying	verse	two	of	the	song.
•	 Learning	the	chorus,	taking	particular	care	with	the	third	

phrase	‘If	you	come	back	empty	handed’.	It	has	an	unusual	
rhythm	and	lots	of	‘jumps’	in	the	tune;	try	to	sing	it	
accurately.

•	 Singing	the	whole	song.

Activities: ‘Sneaky guard’

•	 Noting	the	‘jumps’	in	the	song	and	trying	to	sing	them	 
in tune.

•	 Marking	the	high	and	low	notes	in	the	‘jumps’.
•	 Verse	two	is	almost	the	same	as	verse	one	–	can	the	children	

spot the difference?

Resource unit
Activity: ‘Sneaky guard’

•	 Which	words	fit	to	the	jumps?
•	 Crouching	down	for	low	notes	and	jumping	up	for	 

high notes.

Listening music: ‘Son of the sea’ by John Leach

•	 Spotting	high	notes	and	low	notes.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Make	or	project	a	copy	of	the	words	on	a	white	board	or	on	a	

flip chart. Use contrasting colours to mark the syllables where 
the high and low notes come. Encourage the children to 
‘internalise’	the	tune	and	sing	it	‘in	their	heads’	as	well	as	out	
loud to help them.

•	 Sing	the	song	for	fun.	Ask	the	children	to	crouch	down	low	
for the low notes and jump up high to sing the high notes. 
They	may	like	to	invent	body	positions	for	the	‘in-between’	
notes	in	the	song	as	well!

•	 Sing	the	song	in	a	very	proud	way	as	if	you	are	the	Empress.	
Does it make a difference to the way you sing?

•	 Working	in	pairs	using	the	notes	A,	D,	and	E,	ask	the	children	
to	make	up	some	‘jumpy’	tunes.	The	children	may	like	to	
write some words to remind them of their tunes, so that they 
can play them later to the class.

4
P r o g r a m m e

The Empress of the 
West plans to steal 

the pearl

Focus
High and low sounds.

Main song
‘Sneaky	guard’.

You will need...
•	 to	be	ready	to	spot	the	jumps	

in the song and mark them in 
over the lyrics in contrasting 
coloured pens. 

•	 room	for	the	class	to	stand	and	
move up and down during the 
resource unit.

Story line
The wicked Empress of the West, 
Xi Wangmu, plans to steal the 
pearl and sends one of her guards 
to do the deed.

4

Literacy links
Year one

Write a description of the Empress. What is she like?  
Do you think she is a good or a bad character? T8, T15

Write about the dreams that the phoenix and the dragon 
 had while they were sleeping. T8

Year two

Write a short description of the Empress using phrases from 
the text to demonstrate her features and characteristics. T14

Draw up a list of other stories you know where someone 
wants or steals something that does not belong to them? T3
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P r o g r a m m e

The pearl is stolen

Focus
Using voice in different ways 
(whispering, speaking, shouting, 
expression etc.).

Main song
‘No	time	to	lose’.

You will need...
To be familiar with the words of 
the	song	‘No	time	to	lose’.

Story line
The thieving guard steals the pearl 
while the phoenix and the dragon 
are asleep and takes it back to the 
Empress of the West.

5
Before the programme
Look	at	the	words	of	the	song	‘No	time	to	lose’.		 
Go	over	the	‘high/low	jump/crouch’	note	activity	

from	the	previous	programme	and	sing	‘Sneaky	guard’	again	using	
their actions.

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘No time to lose’

•	 Listening	to	the	song.
•	 Learning	the	chorus.
•	 Joining	in	with	‘quick,	quick,	quick’	and	‘tick,	tick	a	tick’	then	

singing the rest of the verse.
•	 Looking	at	verse	two	and	joining	in	the	‘dare,	dare,	dare’	and	

‘everywhere’	then	singing	the	rest	of	the	verse.
•	 Putting	the	verses	together	and	singing	the	whole	song.

Activities: ‘No time to lose’

•	 Spotting	the	rhythm	pattern	in	the	chorus.
•	 How	should	they	sing	the	chorus?	Quietly	/	loudly	/	

confidently?

Resource unit
Activity: ‘No time to lose’

•	 Speaking/whispering/shouting	phrases	from	the	song.

Listening music: ‘Eye of the noodle’ by Langen, 
Jeczalik and Dudley, performed by Chi2

•	 Listen	to	the	music	very	carefully	and	see	how	many	different	
ways the voice has been used. Can they hear speaking, 
whispering, singing, humming and the use of the voice as 
percussion instrument?

Follow-up ideas
•	 Sing	the	chorus	of	the	song	‘No	time	to	lose’	quietly,	dreamily,	

loudly	and	in	any	other	way	you	can	think	of!	Which	is	the	
best way to suit the words or mood of the song?

•	 Working	in	small	groups,	find	as	many	different	ways	of	
playing the drum (or drum substitute: see introduction to 
these notes). Use beaters (conventional or homemade), hands, 
fingers, fingernails etc. Which group can produce the most 
different sounds? Share them with the class.

•	 Revisit	the	listening	music	‘Eye	of	the	noodle’.	Identify	how	
many ways the performers use their voices. Using these, plus 
any the children think of, make your own piece.

5

Literacy links
Year one

Act out in groups of three the part where the guard steals the 
pearl. Include how the dragon and the phoenix reacted when 
they discovered it had gone. T9

Year two

Discuss how the phoenix and the dragon felt about losing  
the pearl.
Design	a	‘missing’	poster	for	the	pearl	using	descriptive	
phrases from the text.
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Before the programme
Look	at	the	words	of	the	song	‘Nine	doors’.	Share	
some of the “sound battles” from the previous 

session. Can the children guess who will get the pearl?

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Nine doors’

•	 Listening	to	the	first	verse	of	the	song.
•	 Learning	the	first	phrase.
•	 Learning	the	second	phrase.
•	 Comparing	the	first	and	second	verses.
•	 Learning	the	second	verse.
•	 Putting	the	verses	together	to	sing	the	whole	song.

Activities: ‘Nine doors’

•	 Guessing	how	many	phrases	there	are	in	the	song	[hint:	look	
at the punctuation].

•	 Breathing	only	in	the	right	places.
•	 Sitting	properly.
•	 Spotting	the	rhythmic	differences	between	the	verses.

Resource unit
Activity: ‘Nine doors’

•	 Listening	to	tunes	from	the	series	sung	with	different	
breathing. Can the children spot which is the correct way? 
How do they know?

Listening music: ‘Love birds’ by John Leach

•	 There	are	lots	of	contrasting	musical	sounds	in	this	music:	
sweeping	strings,	lyrical	flute,	the	‘cutting’	sound	of	the	reed	
instruments;	there	are	high	sounds,	low	sounds,	smooth	
sounds and spiky plucked string sounds.  Find different words 
to describe the music. 

•	 Using	pictures	of	a	Chinese	garden	as	a	resource,	draw	
pictures	to	tell	the	‘story’	of	the	music.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Practise	singing	‘Nine	doors’	using	the	correct	phrasing	and	

breathing.	Each	verse	only	has	three	phrases.	Check	everyone’s	
posture before you begin. Is everyone sitting or standing with 
both feet on the floor? Shoulders relaxed? Smiling? Hands 
relaxed? When they are singing, are their shoulders down all 
the time and not scrunched up near their ears or heaving up 
down when they breathe? Jaw relaxed and chin down? Are 
they taking nice deep breaths? Encourage them to hang their 
arms loosely by their sides, rather than folding them, as this 
restricts air flow. 

•	 Choose	nine	contrasting	percussion	sounds	–	one	for	each	of	
the nine door keys. Make up a short rhythmic phrase for each 
instrument. Work together to make up a piece using these 
nine sounds. One person could be the Empress and decide 
which	‘door’	is	opened	and	when.	The	Empress	could	point	
to	the	‘key’	when	it	is	time	to	open	the	door.	You	may	like	to	
combine this with another group composition for the shining 
pearl. Choose long, shimmering, overlapping sounds to be 
played once the doors are all open. 

•	 Go	back	through	some	of	the	other	songs	in	the	series	and	
work out where the breaths need to be. There are clues in the 
programmes and the punctuation of the songs will help too. 
Revise these songs with everyone breathing in the same place.

6
P r o g r a m m e

The empress receives 
her pearl

Focus
Breathing and posture.

Main song
‘Nine	doors’.

You will need...
To have a flip chart or white 
board ready to follow up the 
activity in the resource unit.

Story line
The Empress of the West locks 
the pearl in a room that has nine 
doors with nine keys.

6

Literacy links
Year one

Write a description of what the Phoenix saw as she flew 
around looking for the missing pearl.
Write	an	invitation	to	the	Empress’	birthday	party

Year two

Write a letter from the Empress to her best friend  
describing the pearl and why she was keeping it a secret  
until her birthday.
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P r o g r a m m e

The dragon and the 
phoenix find the pearl

Focus
Loud	and	quiet.

Main song
‘Our	lucky	day’.

You will need...
To be familiar with the words of 
the song and have enough space 
to stretch arms out to the side 
during the resource unit.

Story line
The dragon and the phoenix look 
everywhere for the pearl. When 
the Empress brings it out of hiding 
they see its bright light.

7
Before the programme
Look	at	the	words	of	‘Our	lucky	day’.	Play	the	
‘nine	keys’	game	from	the	last	programme	and	add	

the bright shimmering sounds for the hidden pearl. If the pearl 
is	behind	nine	doors,	will	it	sound	loud	or	quiet?	Why?	Will	the	
sounds	be	louder	when	the	doors	open	or	quieter?

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Our lucky day’

•	 Listening	to	the	song.
•	 Learning	the	chorus.
•	 Learning	phrase	one	of	the	verse.
•	 Comparing	phrase	two	with	phrase	one.
•	 Singing	verse	one	and	the	chorus.
•	 Learning	verse	two.
•	 Putting	the	whole	song	together.

Activities: ‘Our lucky day’

•	 Noting	that	the	first	two	phrases	of	the	chorus	have	exactly	
the same tune.

•	 Remembering	to	relax	and	drop	the	lower	jaw	to	sing	the	high	
notes in tune.

•	 Spotting	the	melodic	and	rhythmic	differences	between	 
the verses.

Resource unit
Activity: ‘Our lucky day’

•	 Using	hand	signals,	indicate	which	sounds	are	loud	and	which	
ones	are	quiet.	Stretch	arms	out	wide	for	loud	sounds	and	
hold	hands	close	together	for	quieter	sounds.

Listening music: ‘Duck’s quarrel’ Xi’an Drum Music, 
by An Zhi-Shun

•	 Try	to	identify	the	loud	and	quiet	sounds.	How	do	the	
children think they are played? Can they guess what sorts of 
instruments are playing them? Use the hand signals from the 
activity	when	they	‘listen	again’.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Sing	‘Our	Lucky	day’	all	the	way	through.	What	is	the	mood	

of	this	song?	Is	it	a	happy	or	a	sad	song?	Should	it	be	quiet	or	
loud? Gentle and smooth or spikey and jumpy?

•	 This	melody	can	be	played	entirely	on	the	‘black’	notes	of	the	
piano or keyboard.  Alternatively you can remove all the lower 
(‘white’)	notes	from	a	chromatic	xylophone	or	glockenspiel.	
Can the children play the tune or part of the tune? It starts 
on D flat (or C#) which is the lower black note of the groups 
of two black notes. If you have more than one instrument, 
try with one player playing the melody and another player 
improvising an accompaniment. A pattern made with any 
of the black notes played in any order will make a suitable 
accompaniment.	However	some	patterns	will	‘fit’	better.	Work	
together to decide which accompaniments you like best. Can 
they make it sound different by playing the instruments in a 
different way? Louder? Quieter? With different beaters?

•	 Listen	to	the	‘Duck’s	quarrel’	again.	Talk	about	the	different	
types of sound in the music to help develop music vocabulary. 
Make a list of the words that you discover together. Use this 
list	of	words	to	help	the	children	‘find’	similar	sounds	in	your	
classroom percussion. Encourage them to think about how 
they make the sounds. 

7

Literacy links
Year one

Act out the conversation between two of the guests having 
seen the pearl. T7

Prepare a speech for the Empress to make her feel very 
important and even more special.

Year two

Imagine that the Palace is up for sale. Write an advertisement 
encouraging people to buy it. Use descriptive phrases to 
encourage the buyer.
Prepare a speech for the Empress to make to all her guests.
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Before the programme
Look	at	the	words	of	the	song	‘Friends	forever’.	Talk	
about what has happened so far in the story. Can the 

children guess the ending? Showcase the favourite accompaniment 
of	‘Our	lucky	day’	with	the	whole	class	singing	along.	

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Friends forever’

•	 Listening	to	the	song.
•	 Comparing	the	first	two	phrases	then	learning	them.
•	 Learning	phrase	three.
•	 Learning	phrase	four.
•	 Singing	verse	two.
•	 Putting	the	whole	song	together.

Activities: ‘Friends forever’

•	 Spotting	the	difference	between	phrases	one	and	two.
•	 Looking	at	the	shape	of	phrase	four	and	practising	the	 

difficult jumps.
•	 Comparing	the	rhythm	of	verses	one	and	two.

Resource unit
Activity: ‘Friends forever’

•	 Listening	to	four	pairs	of	sounds	and	working	out	how	the	
sound has been changed.

Listening music: ‘Big gun shooting towards the sky’ 
– traditional music arranged by Li Zhen-Gui

•	 In	the	story	of	the	Dragon	and	the	Phoenix	there	is	a	struggle	
between	‘good	and	evil’.	Listen	to	the	music	and	decide	if	
you	think	this	is	a	‘battle	piece’	too.	Listen	particularly	for	
different types of percussion sounds and think of words to 
describe them.  Write them on a flip chart or white board.  
See how many different words you can find.

Follow-up ideas
•	 The	song	‘Friends	forever’	has	a	swinging	rhythm.	Which	other	

song in the series has a rhythm like this. Hum the song to the 
sound	‘Nnnn’	while	swaying	gently	from	one	side	to	the	other	
with the accompaniment. Decide which way everyone is going 
to	sway	first	to	avoid	collisions!	Then	sing	the	song	through	
again, keeping the lilting feel but without swaying.

•	 Choose	four	percussion	or	tuned	instruments	and	work	as	
a class to find ways to change the sound of the instrument. 
Children	may	try	using	different	beaters,	or	fingers/hands	
instead. If it is a shaking instrument they could experiment by 
shaking	it	harder	or	more	gently;	if	it	is	a	blowing	instrument	
they could blow in a different way or move fingers to change 
the pitch. Discuss the different ways that you can change sounds.

•	 The	story	is	about	a	battle	between	good	and	evil.	Work	in	
pairs. One player chooses a high sound and the other a low 
sound. (It would be fun to use a gong or cymbal and some 
bells	or	shakers	to	keep	the	Chinese	theme.)	Make	up	a	‘sound	
battle’	between	good	and	evil.

•	 Work	in	threes.	Choose	three	sounds	(one	each	for	the	
phoenix, the dragon and the pearl) that can change. Make up 
three	short	sound	sequences:	one	for	the	pearl	turning	into	the	
shimmering lake and one each for the phoenix and the dragon 
turning into mountains.

8
P r o g r a m m e

The dragon and the 
phoenix retrieve  

the pearl

Focus
How sounds can be changed 
(timbre, volume, pitch).

Main song
‘Friends	forever’.

You will need...
To be familiar with the words of 
the song.

Story line
The dragon and the phoenix 
rescue the pearl but it drops to 
the ground in the struggle and 
becomes a beautiful lake. They 
turn themselves into mountains to 
protect the lake forever.

8

Literacy links
Year one

Write a letter to a friend describing the events of the party.
Design a poster advertising Kunlun as an ideal place for  
a holiday.

Year two

Compile a news report for the radio about the astonishing 
events that have just taken place. T7

Compare Kunlun before and after. How is it the same  
or different?
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P r o g r a m m e

Rehearsal

Focus
Rehearsing for a performance.

Songs
‘No	time	to	lose’
‘Fairy	island’
‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’
‘Sneaky	guard’
‘Our	lucky	day’

You will need...
To prepare the words of the 
additional verses of the songs 
included in the programme.

9
Before the programme
Go through all the words of the songs in the series 
and practise with particular attention to the second 

and third verses if necessary.

What we will be doing
Learning song: ‘Fairy Island’ verse two

•	 Following	the	words	of	the	second	verse.
•	 Noting	where	the	words	sit	in	a	different	way	under	the	tune.
•	 Singing	the	second	verse.

Learning song: ‘Pebble into a pearl’ verse two

•	 Listening	to	verse	two	of	the	song	and	noting	where	it	is	
different to verse one of the song.

•	 Trying	verse	two	of	the	song.

Learning song: ‘Sneaky guard’ verse two

•	 Getting	the	words	clear	and	crisp	(diction).
•	 Looking	especially	at	verse	two.

Learning song: ‘Our lucky day’ verse three

•	 Looking	at	the	changes	to	the	tune	in	verse	three.

Activities

•	 Game:	Spot	the	tune.

Resource unit
Activity: Rehearsal activity

•	 Exploring	Chinese	‘sound	groups’	and	comparing	them	with	
their	‘classification’	of	sounds.	Which	do	they	think	is	best?

Listening music: ‘A lion that has just woken’ by Lui-
Weng Chen, arranged by Wei Zhao-Qun

•	 Listen	out	for	the	contrasting	sounds	in	this	music.	How	do	
the children think the main sounds have been made – by 
blowing, scraping or tapping?  

•	 Use	the	ideas	from	the	music	as	a	starting	point	for	your	
own class composition. Choose an incident from the story to 
illustrate or make up one of your own stories.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Because	we	will	be	singing	all	the	songs	straight	through	in	

the	next	session,	practise	all	the	verses	of	the	songs.	Don’t	
miss out the ones that they are finding difficult to remember 
– there is a great sense of achievement when you can get it 
right!	The	music	CD	that	accompanies	this	series	would	be	
particularly useful for this.

•	 Use	the	Chinese	classification	of	sounds	to	sort	your	
classroom instruments into groups (metal, stone, skins, 
gourds, bamboo, wood, silk and earth). Make a label for each 
group. How many groups do you have represented in the 
class or school? Do the children think it is a good way to talk 
about the sounds of instruments? Can they find any objects 
to	fill	the	‘gaps’	for	instruments	they	can’t	find	in	the	Chinese	
groupings? (Gourds, silk and earth are probably the hardest 
to	find!)	Alternatively	can	they	come	up	with	a	better	way	of	
sorting the instruments into groups?

9

Literacy links
Year one

Make a plan of the main points of the story identifying the 
beginning, problem, resolution and ending. T4, T5, T14

Make	a	list	of	the	features	and	qualities	of	the	phoenix,	the	
dragon, the Empress and the guard. T8, T9, T15

Year two

Plan and write a different version of the story using the same 
structure. (An exotic setting, two main characters, a villain, 
something precious to steal, a problem and a solution) T7
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Before the programme
Look at the songs. See if you can sing all the songs  
by heart. The songs will not be announced during 

the performance.

What we will be doing
A full performance – singing all the songs and 
listening to the story.

•	 ‘Fairy	Island’.
•	 ‘Pebble	into	a	pearl’.
•	 ‘Secret	of	the	stone’.
•	 ‘Sneaky	guard’.
•	 ‘No	time	to	lose’.
•	 ‘Nine	doors’.
•	 ‘Our	lucky	day’.
•	 ‘Friends	forever’.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Using	the	performance	programme	as	a	starting	point,	make	

up your own class performance of The Dragon and the Phoenix. 
Include sounds, sound pictures and pieces of music that the 
children have composed during the series. Try to include a 
contribution from everybody. The story at the end of these 
notes may help you, though many of the literacy links could be 
strung together to make a performance. Add movement ideas 
and any art work that has arisen from the series. 

•	 Develop	work	around	the	different	sounds	that	instruments	
make and the way those sounds can be changed. You may 
even like to link this in a simple way to science.

•	 Make	a	class	collage	of	the	dragon	and	the	phoenix	on	Fairy	
Island with the magic pearl. Together, work out some sound 
phrases for each thing in the picture and use it as a graphic 
score.	A	‘conductor’	can	point	to	an	object	to	show	when	it	is	
time to play it. Make starting and stopping signals before  
you begin.

Your own performance
The music CD that accompanies the series contains vocal 
performances and instrumental versions of the songs. You can 
sing along with these for your own performance.

A script is not available, but there are suggestions to help you 
make your own narration between the songs. Each programme 
also contains ideas for your own music-making. There are 
suggestions for simple accompaniments and additional chants, 
as well as creative work to supplement the songs.  If you are 
planning a performance, please let us know when it is, or you 
could send us pictures or stories about it – we always love to hear 
from you. The contact details are on page 2 of these notes.

Above	all,	enjoy	your	performance!

10
P r o g r a m m e

The Dragon  
and the Phoenix

Focus
Performance.

Main song
All songs.

You will need...
To be familiar with the words of 
all the songs and ready to perform 
them with no help from the 
presenters.

Story line
The whole story is on the final 
pages of these notes.

10

Literacy links
Year one

Ask the children to re-tell the story in their own words. T16

Identify the basic story elements and make a list of other 
similar	stories.	Compare	the	‘Bright	Pearl’	to	the	others.	 
How are they the same or different? T6, T7

Year two

Ask the children to write a review of this story. Ask them to 
mention parts they would recommend to an age group and 
other similar stories. T3
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Verse 1

On the horizon
Fairy Island,
Sends out a welcome
Warm and friendly.
Can you hear it calling
‘Venture	near,
Wonderful adventures
Can	happen	here.’
Trees made of chocolate,
Rocks made of cheese,
Flying pink dolphins,
Leap from the seas.

Chorus

‘Hah-haah,
Ha-hah-haah,
Hah-haah,
Ha-hah-haah’,
Seagulls are calling,
‘Pleased to meet you…
Hah-haah, Ha-hah-haah,
Hah-haah, Ha-hah-haah,
On Fairy Island
Dreams can come true.’

Fairy Island

Verse 2

You’ll	want	to	stay	here,
Rest here, play here,
You’ll	be	so	glad	you
Made your way here.
Everything is breathtaking
You’ll	agree,
Magical surprises
For all to see.
Bright purple palm trees
Sway in the breeze,
Chattering flowers
Talk with the bees.

Chorus

‘Hah-haah,
Ha-hah-haah,
Hah-haah,
Ha-hah-haah’,
Seagulls are calling,
‘Pleased to meet you…
Hah-haah, Ha-hah-haah,
Hah-haah, Ha-hah-haah,
On Fairy Island
Dreams can come true.’

©Lyrics by Tim Whitnall
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©Music by Dave Hyde, lyrics by Tim Whitnall

Fairy Island
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©Music by Dave Hyde, lyrics by Tim Whitnall

Fairy Island
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Verse 1

Who’d	have	said
That a stone on the bed
Of a tiny pool
Could be a jewel?
Who’d	have	thought
That	a	rock	we’d	caught
In a shaft of light
Would glow as bright?
But we worked hard,
Polished and carved,
Sprinkled it with dew.
And now the morning sun
Shows	us	what	we’ve	done.

Chorus

We’ve changed the pebble into a pearl!
What a brilliant thing to do!
Now it glimmers,
Shines and shimmers,
Like a rainbow’s hue.
The pebble’s turned into a pearl,
A most amazing sight.
Look at its beam,
Look at its gleam,
Look at it shine so bright!

Pebble into a pearl

Verse 2

Who’d	have	known
That a tiny stone
Would turn into
A perfect gem?
Who’d	have	guessed
That	we’d	be	blessed
With something
So magnificent?
But we worked hard,
Polished and carved,
Sprinkled it with dew.
And now the morning sun
Shows	us	what	we’ve	done.

Chorus

We’ve changed the pebble into a pearl!
What a brilliant thing to do!
Now it glimmers,
Shines and shimmers,
Like a rainbow’s hue.
The pebble’s turned into a pearl,
A most amazing sight.
Look at its beam,
Look at its gleam,
Look at it shine so bright!
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Verse 1

Kindly	pay	attention	to	my	story!
You would do your best to listen closely.
Here’s	a	secret
You must keep it
Locked in your hearts.

Chorus

All I ask, pretty Phoenix,
Here’s a task, handsome Dragon,
Say you’ll guard the pearl and
See it always shines.

The secret of the stone

Verse 2

I have got to tell you that the pearl has
Quite the most amazing magic powers.
As long as it shines
Then Fairy Island
Stays safe and well.

Chorus

All I ask, pretty Phoenix,
Here’s a task, handsome Dragon,
Say you’ll guard the pearl and
See it always shines.
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Verse 1

Sneaky guard,
Journey hard,
Sail across the sea.
Do what you can,
You horrible man,
To steal the gem for me.
Find that stone,
Bring it home,
Drop it in my hand.
Get me the pearl,
I’ll	get	you	the	world,
Now	who’s	a	lucky	man?

Middle eight

Grimy	guard,	I’m	your	boss,
Slimy	guard,	I’ll	be	cross
If you come back empty-handed
You’d	better	plan	it	well.

Sneaky guard

Verse 2

Crafty crook,
Sling your hook,
Catch the biggest prize.
You’ve	got	to	steal	it,
I want to feel it,
Shine before my eyes.
So sneaky guard,
Journey hard,
Sail across the sea.
Do what you can,
You horrible man,
To steal the gem for me.
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Chorus

No time to lose!
No time to lose!
No time to lose!
No time to lose!

Verse 1

We’d	better	get	going
Quick,	quick,	quick,
To	find	the	stolen	gem!
The	clock’s	not	slowing
Tick, tick a tick,
We have to trace our friend.

Middle eight
Oh	dear!
The pearl was near,
But as we slept
The burglar crept.
Such a time
To carry out a crime,
The wickedest trick to play.

No time to lose

Chorus

No time to lose!
No time to lose!
No time to lose!
No time to lose!

Verse 2

How could that robber
Dare, dare, dare
To steal a jewel so rare?
We’ll	keep	searching
Everywhere
To	find	that	fox’s	lair.

Chorus

No time to lose!
No time to lose!
No time to lose!
No time to lose!
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Verse 1

Nine doors
And each one leads
To a room where I can creep.
A secret world
That hides a stolen pearl,
And	I’m	the	only	one	who	knows.

Verse 2

Nine keys
Allowing me
To reach the chamber hidden away.
To gaze with joy
At my new toy,
Now	that	it’s	mine,	all	mine.

Nine doors
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Verse 1

The pearl must be in the palace
It beggars our belief.
Does it mean that the Empress
Is but a common thief?

Chorus

Our lucky day!
No more delay!
Don’t you worry, little gem,
Help is on the way.

Verse 2
The shining light is a beacon
Meant for us to see.
Showing us our friend is
Yearning to be free.

Chorus

Our lucky day!
No more delay!
Don’t you worry, little gem,
Help is on the way.

Our lucky day

Verse 3

We will honour our promise
And bring her home again.
Let us race to Kunlun
And save our precious friend.

Chorus

Our lucky day!
No more delay!
Don’t you worry, little gem,
Help is on the way.
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Verse 1

Friends forever you and I
Standing side by side.
Lofty mountains towering high
Proud and dignified.
We’ll	protect	the	shimmering	lake,
That we promise true.
Shine, green waters shine,
We will take care of you.

Verse 2

Friends forever you and I
Led here by the pearl.
We’ve	become	the	guardians	of
Her enchanting world.
Fairy	Island	knows	it’s	safe,
Sees us soaring high.
Me, you, friends so true,
I’ll	never	leave	your	side.

Friends forever
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Long ago in China there flowed a wonderful river. It was called The  
Celestial River. 

Beside the river lived a green dragon. The dragon loved swimming in the river.

Near the river there lived a golden phoenix. One day, the dragon and the 
phoenix became friends. 

They decided to visit Fairy Island – a magical island. The dragon swam while 
the phoenix flew high above him. They followed the river down to the sea 
and carried on over the sea until they found Fairy Island. It was a wonderful, 
magical island with the loveliest flowers and trees and the whitest, softest 
sandy	beaches	that	they’d	ever	seen!

The dragon and the phoenix explored the island together. Soon they found 
a small lake with a beautiful waterfall. They decided to have a drink. At the 
bottom of the lake they saw a small round pebble. The pebble glowed. The 
dragon was very curious, so he picked up the pebble from the bottom of the 
pool and, together with the phoenix, polished the pebble. It took a very long 
time. They polished and polished the pebble until it shone brightly. It had 
turned	into	a	pearl!	

The phoenix and the dragon were amazed and sat staring at the pearl until 
a	crab	came	scuttling	by.	He	warned	them	that	the	‘pebble’	was	really	a	
very	precious,	magical	pearl.	The	pearl’s	magic	was	what	made	the	island	so	
beautiful. So the dragon and the phoenix decided to guard the magic pearl. 

The pearl was very beautiful. In the daytime it shone brighter than the sun and 
at night it glowed brighter than the moon or stars. 

In a land far away the wicked Empress of the West heard about the magic 
pearl. She decided she wanted it for herself so she sent one of her nasty guards 

to steal the pearl. He reached the island at night, but he could see the pearl 
glowing	in	the	dark	so	he	knew	where	it	was!	The	dragon	and	the	phoenix	
were sleeping beside the pearl. The guard crept up to the pool and stole the 
beautiful jewel. 

The next morning the phoenix and the dragon were very upset. The pearl was 
gone!	They	began	searching	everywhere	for	it.	But	they	could	not	find	 
it anywhere. 

Far away in the mountains, the Empress of the West was very pleased with 
her present. She locked it in a room behind nine doors. The room had no 
windows so nobody could see it shine. She thought she would show off her 
precious pearl to all her friends on her birthday.

On	the	day	of	the	Empress’s	birthday	party	she	unlocked	the	nine	doors	
with her nine keys that led to the secret room. The light of the pearl shone 
everywhere – it could be seen for miles and miles and miles. And far away the 
dragon	and	the	phoenix	saw	it	too!	They	followed	the	light	all	the	way	to	the	
palace, high on top of the mountains. 

In a room in the palace, the Empress was showing all her party guests her 
spectacular pearl. The phoenix swooped in amongst all the guests and scooped 
up the pearl with her wing. But in her rush to escape and fly out of the 
window, she dropped the pearl. It rolled all the way down to the bottom  
of the mountain, where it began to change into water. The water welled up 
into a very big lake, which shimmered with beautiful emerald-green colours.

The	dragon	and	the	phoenix	didn’t	want	anything	bad	to	happen	to	this	
magical lake, so they turned themselves into mountains. The two magic 
mountains	stood	guard	over	each	side	of	the	lake	to	keep	the	‘pearl’	 
safe forever.

The Dragon and the Phoenix
– from a traditional Chinese Tale 


